DocBridge View
®

Displaying All Documents and Data Streams – Independent of the Format

Functions
▪▪Quick viewer
▪▪All formats
▪▪Can be integrated into
own applications

Benefits
▪▪One user interface for all
documents and formats
▪▪Display of meta-information
▪▪Highly configurable

DocBridge View
®

Large companies have a large variety of specialist applications and document types. A customer file can consist of many
files of different formats. Software is therefore required which gives the user a standard view of the different document
formats. In an ideal case, you would only need one program to display all document and data stream formats. The ideal
case is DocBridge View.
What is DocBridge View?

The DocBridge View Concept

DocBridge View is a program which is quick and
easy to use and displays electronically saved or
archived documents. It can display single documents, a series or documents collected together
as a batch. An excellent feature is the support of
all common file formats used for printing, filing
and archiving. Each opened file is displayed in its
own view but in the same display window. The
loaded files can also be in different formats.

For the display of documents all resource references are supported. For instance, it does not
matter whether a font is included in the display
document itself or merely a reference to an external font file, DocBridge View is able to display
the file in highly accurate detail. The display on
the screen is exactly the same as the printed or
archived document. The usual internal and external resources used for the mixed-object formats
and AFP, such as overlays, page segments, medium maps and form definitions or fonts are resolved accurately.

The format of the file is completely transparent for the user and is therefore irrelevant. As
DocBridge View is based on the tried and tested
DocBridge CORE Engine, all input formats in the
Compart Matrix are supported. In all of these file
formats, the user will always have a standard
view which is always the same.

When displaying the font, an option has been provided to switch between the representation using
similar system fonts and those fonts rasterized
by DocBridge View itself. Forms missing in the
data stream can be integrated for display and
printing. This will further increase legibility and
accuracy of the representational accuracy. Pages
can also be stamped with additional text such as
“Copy” or “Reprint” before they are printed.
In addition to the actual document view, metainformation for the documents is also displayed.
For instance, this includes printing information

such as simplex / duplex printing, the number of
copies to be printed or information about the entry tray of the printer from which the paper will
be taken. The values of NOPs or TLEs will also be
displayed for the AFP format.
Finally, DocBridge View also offers further easy
operating and display options. The pages of a
document can be displayed in a hierarchical tree
structure for navigation or as a miniature display.
The user can navigate within the index structure
for the display of AFP documents, for example in
a TLE field containing the customer number. Individual pages of a document can be selected and
printed or sent by email.
The DocBridge View display module is also available as a program library. The display of documents in the supported formats can therefore be
embedded into existing specialist applications.
. Formate in bestehende Fach-Anwendungen eingebettet werden.
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Voice of the Customer
„DocBridge View offers a very good toolbox
for seamlessly integrating the program into
existing applications.“

DocBridge® View
Quick Viewer
Input
Documents/
Data Streams

All Formats
Can Be Integrated
into Own Applications

„I am continually surprised at how many
options DocBridge View offers.“
Angelika Hübscher, Handelsregister Berlin
„Compart is a specialist in optimizing data
streams, and what is more, for all standard
formats and output channels.“
Stefan Unterbuchberger,
Versicherungskammer Bayern

More success stories at:
www.compart.com/en/docbridge-view

Supported Formats
Application Scenario 1
The Aim

Application Scenario 2

DocBridge® Pilot
The Aim

Employees need to be able to access documents in the archive to answer customer queries more quickly. A customer file
contains letters to the customers in AFP
format and the customer‘s incoming scanned post.

The Solution
DocBridge View gathers the documents
from the archive. The parts of the file are
simultaneously displayed in a hierarchical
structure. The employee has a standardized view of the customer file and can see
all of the documents, irrespective of the
file format.

Document
Analysis

Resulting Benefits
▪▪ Integration of existing applications,
systems and formats
▪▪ Rapid and expert responses to customer
queries
▪▪ Central installation of the required
software

It should be possible
to display all document
Configuration
Interface

formats available in the company simply and
efficiently in a program.

Database
with
Metadata
The Solution

DocBridge View is able to display all common document and data stream formats
from one interface. Individual pages are
Postage
Optimization
displayed clearly
in a tree structure.

eStamping

Resulting Benefits

Insert Management

▪▪ Standard user display - an interface for
Mail Tracking
all documents
and formats

Bundling
▪▪ NoMail
additional
software required
▪▪ Can beReprint
integrated as a program library
in customapplications

▪▪PDF

▪▪VIPP

▪▪AFP

▪▪VPS

▪▪Metacode

▪▪Linemode

▪▪LCDS

▪▪Prescribe

▪▪PCL

▪▪XPS

▪▪PostScript

▪▪XSL-FO

▪▪SAP

▪▪Raster

▪▪PPML

▪▪SVG

Why Compart?

Mail
Creation

In enterprise document and output management,
Output
Compart delivers one of the most comprehensive
Channels
solution offerings in the world.
Compart develops all its core technology natively,
ensuring operational reliability and single source
accountability.
Over the course of more than 2 decades, Compart has developed comprehensive expertise to
help our 1,400 customers throughout the world
find the most efficient solution for their output
management requirements.

Compart

®

Document & Content Technology Solutions

About Compart
Compart is a leading global provider of Multi-Channel Document Management Solutions. Headquartered in Germany,
with subsidiaries throughout Europe and America and served by a partner network in Latin America, for over two decades
Compart has consistently helped businesses improve operational efficiency with fast and flexible processing of
high-volume data and document flow.
Compart’s scalable and platform-independent DocBridge® software - designed, built and supported by Compart delivers bespoke output, on paper or digitally, anytime and anywhere they are required.
Compart is recognized as an industry leader in driving innovation and delivering world class solutions. With in excess
of 1,400 clients in over 45 countries across the banking, insurance, retail, print services, utilities and telecommunications industries, Compart is also chosen as an exclusive technology provider by leading vendors in the industry.
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Otto-Lilienthal-Str. 38
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Germany
Phone: +49 7031 6205-0
Email: info@compart.com
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Compart Deutschland GmbH
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